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FRIENDSHIP CUP
44° EDITION
INTERNATIONAL FUTSAL TOURNAMENT FOR
POLICE FORCES AND SECURITY MEMBERS

20-24 MAY 2019
RICCIONE (RN) Italy
Main Sponsors:

Under the patronage of the
municipality of Riccione

From the 20 to the 24 May 2019, the town of Riccione will host the 44th
edition of the Friendship cup, futsal tournament for Police Forces, Armed
Forces, Public Security Members, created and organized by the Sport
Group of the Local Police of Riccione.
The event, launched in 1976 is nowadays a must-be appointment for
the “Teams in Uniform” coming from all over Europe. Thousands of
colleagues from every Nation have taken part over the years, with the
common passion for sport, holiday and sharing of nice moments.
Since 2018 the Agents of Local Police of Riccione have been helped
in the organization by the colleagues of the local IPA section, in
order to offer even a more entertaining and involving event, as well
as a relaxing holiday in the “Green Pearl of the Adriatic”, Riccione,
famous for the unmatched welcoming atmosphere, the numerous
entertainment possibilities and the typical cuisine.

FRIENDSHIP CUP
The games will be played on artificial turf futsal pitches. According
to the number of the teams that will take part into the tournament,
Open and Senior categories will be created, with the game lasting 15
minutes (without break) o 10’+10’ minutes. The direction will be done
by international referees (San Marino Federation), and at the pitch
locker rooms, hot showers, baby area and café will be available.
The games will only take place in the morning, in order to give the
chance to the participants to enjoy the beach, discover the city, do
some shopping and visit the numerous attractions of the inland.
Free of charge for the participants and tour leaders: celebrating
t-shirts of the 44th edition, welcome cocktail, water on
the pitches, grilled-fish and wine meal at the end of the
tournament. Prizes: cups for all the teams, Fair Play
prize, best scorer and best goalkeeper.

THE EVENT

At the end, grilled fish and wine
offered by the organization,
awarding and closing ceremony
of the 44th Frienship Cup

FRIDAY 24 MAY
09.00 Strart final phase
11,00 semi-final
12,00 final

THURSDAY 23 MAY
09,00 repechages
11,00 Start tournament
– 2nd phase – straight up elimination
13,00 End of the matches
Free afternoon

WEDNESDAY 22 MAY
09.00 End of the 1st phase
13,00 End of the matches
Free afternoon

TUESDAY 21 MAY
09.00 Start tournament – 1st phase
13,00 end of the matches
Free afternoon

MONDAY 20 MAY
Arrival and accommodation in hotel
21.00 welcome cocktail, celebrating
T-shirt delivery and presentation of the tournament.

PROGRAM

t5PQ4BMFT1FSGPSNFSBOE1MBUJOVN1BSUOFS
for Motorola Solutions in the field of
professional radio telecommunications
using TETRA, DMR and LTE,
t$FSUJĕFE1BSUOFSPG53#0OFU
an advanced Operation Center software
t5BSHB4ZTUFN1BSUOFS BDBSQMBUFSFDPHOJUJPOTZTUFN
that can immediately check the status of insurance,
inspection and eventual theft.

Eurocom Telecomunicazioni:

In a field where the digitalization is gaining
more and more importance, no VISION could be
more actual for EuroCom Telecomunicazioni that
has always invested on new technologies,
developing the solutions needed to address
the modern needs in the emergency
and public security service.

EuroCom Telecomunicazioni Srl
Looking Forward

OUR PARTNERS

Is a sport and recreational association of the personnel of the Local
Police of Riccione. Founded back in 1970 by the Chief Commander
De Carlo, has always been committed to the sport, promoting the
physical activity of the personnel and the participation of the athletes
to the national ASPMI championship and to international events.
The Association has an ongoing commitment supporting charity
fund raisings, and recreational activities for agents and their
families, to strengthen the interpersonal relationships and the
cohesion.
Last but not least it has always organized sport events,
both national and international, that have made a small
group like the one of the Local Police of Riccione, to a
benchmark in Italy and a well-known organization in
Europe. The Friendship cup is the crowning glory
of the Association, with impressive resources
involved, and many volunteers, that aims to
make the colleague from all Europe a little
closes and make them aware of the
sights of Riccione and of Italy.

GSPM
Riccione asd

is part of the VI Emilia Romagna Regional Delegation and of the Italian
Section. It is a pretty young committed, both due to its foundation
date, 4 December 2003, and for the age of its member. In the last
2 years it has been the first Italian committee for the number of
new members, with further growth perspective. The president
Massimo Carannante underlines proudly: “A lot of friends, even
from far away, keep on signing on with us, as they say – with you
we feel at home – Dear Friend and IPA members, take part
into this marvellous tournament that not by accident is called
FRIENDSHIP CUP! The more the merrier!”

The Local IPA
Ĵȱȱȱ

Is known as “The Green Pearl of the Adriatic” thanks to one of the most
beautiful stretches of the Adriatic coast and for the healthy vast sandy area
surrounded by a charming background with huge green spaces. Fatherland
of fun and joy of living, Riccione hosts the largest and most famous
discotheques and dance halls of Europe. Outdoor events entertain visitors
of every age. The whole city comes alive during festivals and concerts.
Anyone who loves the quiet can stay in one of the many quaint beaches
or take a walk along the city streets like the famous Viale Ceccarini, the
main core of the town. The for entertainment are endless: Acqua-parks
and thematic-parks, historical attractions and Food&Wine culture,
hospitality and courtesy. For quantities of structures and flow of tourists,
Riccione is one of the most important villages of the Riviera and it is
among the first of the Adriatic Sea and Europe.

RICCIONE

The sandy beaches, bustling from the dawn to the sunset are definitely
one of the main attractions that Riccione offers its guests. This is also
the place for healthy morning walks on the beach to the characteristic
port, and strolls on the beautiful promenade (a new construction
that stretches over 3 km). The bathing resorts are equipped with all
facilities to assure safety and relax. You can practice many sports such
as: windsurfing, sailing, kitesurfing, beach volley and beach tennis,
or participate in various beach games organized by professional
animators. Who wants to make trips on the sea can rent the original
and funny Pedalò boats available in over 150 bathing establishments.

THE BEACH

The Food has a secret: do simple things well, which in the end are the
hardest to achieve. Nothing comes by chance, but everything comes from
long habits and renewed passion. Fish is the king of Riccione kitchen: the
culinary imagination of restaurateurs and chefs have created so many
varieties of dishes, maybe cooking in a different way the same fish, that is
practically impossible to enumerate all of them.

FOOD

#VUXFPXFBTQFDJBMNFOUJPOUPUIF1JBEJOBCSFBETJNQMFNJYUVSFPG
water, salt and flour baked on clay, ideal for “noble” fish, for delicious
appetizers and tasty roast. In Riccione, in summer it is always possible
to dine outdoors, on a seafront terrace or in a garden enjoying the
healthy air rich of iodine, the sunlight or the glow of the stars.
It was the poet Giovanni Pascoli the one who created a tie
between the word “piada” and Romagna, he event wrote a poem
committed to what he called “the national bread of the people
of Romagna”. Nowadays piadina is a PDO product sold in two
varieties: one is “Piadina Romagnola” or “Piada Romagnola”
Riminese Style. The first one is 15 to 25 cm wide and 4 to 8
mm thick, more rigid and crumbly. The second one is soft
and flessible, 23 to 30 cm wide and thinner than 3 mm.

PIADINA

The Shopping fan can satisfy all their desire as they walk in the central
alleys with famous boutique and small creative shops run by at local
artisans of Riccione. Your walk past the shop windows will lead you
to the heart of the town from Vialed ante and Viale Gramsci where
you can also enjoy a ice-cream, a pizza or gourmet dinner.
Every street in Riccione participate to launch fashion or do the
success of a new trend. it is no coincidence that Riccione is the
venue of ITALY YOUNG DESIGNERS AWARD, a national
fashion competition that allows the town and its guests
to assist at fashion catwalks of the so-called “made in
Italy”, to discover new talents and enjoy a preview of
catwalks of famous fashion brands.

SHOPPING

And there are many corners streets and meeting points, recreational
BOETIPQQJOHBSFBTTUBSUJOHGSPNUIFDFOUSBM7JB%BOUF BSFBMTIPQQJOH
centre, to the renowned Viale Verdi, Viale Trento Trieste and Viale
Tasso. You can take a look to shop windows in Via Corridoni, Viale
Gramsci and Viale San Martino, which all offer, boutiques, shops,
bars, coffee-bar, restaurants and evening shows, animation and theme
parties, surrounded by an original setting of urban structure. A short
walk will let you discover “old town”, historical and cultural centre,
heart of the city management, full of picturesque spots, boutiques
and shops and venue of the weekly open-air market on Fridays.
.

THE ALLEYS

VENEZIA

By plane:
Riccione is within easy reach of these airports:
ȃǯȱ£Ȅȱǰȱ££ȱȱǰȱȱĴȱȱǻǼ
“G.Marconi” Airport, Via del Triumvirato, 84 Bologna (BO)
ȁȁȱȂȂȱǰȱȱǰȱŚŖşǰȱŚŝşŘŚȱǰȱȱǻǼ

By taxi:
If you are arriving by train or plane Riccione will provide you with a practical
and fast taxi service. www.taxi-riccione.com

By train:
The train station is very close to Viale Ceccarini and links Riccione to all the
cities of Italy.For informations visit the Italian State Railways’ website: www.
trenitalia.com

By car:
Riccione can be reached by car via the A14 motorway (Riccione exit). The A14
connects Riccione to the whole of Italy: tourists arriving from abroad can easily
reach the town from Rome and the south. To see distances, travel costs and
Ĝ
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ROMA

RICCIONE

RAVENNA

FERRARA

How to get to Riccione:

PARMA

MILANO

MILAN

FERRARA

RIMINI

ROME

(in Italy)

PARMA

RAVENNA

VENICE

CERVIA

(in Emilia Romagna)

WHAT TO VISIT

The Organizing Committee

14) The Organizing Committee is not responsible for accidents before, during
and after the tournament.

6) The inscription/confirmation of the teams at the tournament should be
done within the 30th April 2017. On arrival of the selected teams the complete
list of (max) 12 players of each team should be presented.

7) On arrival of the teams, police-membership cards will be verified with the
list of players, at Organising Committee own discretion. The non-exhibition of
the cards will imply the exclusion of the player/s from the competition. In case
of following check the players who weren’t in the list or that didn’t respect the
dispositions will cause the lost of the match for 0-2. Two admonishments in

13) Each team is responsible for the psycho-physical conditions of its athletes.
On this matter, the President on arrival must subscribe a declaration attesting
that original medical certificates for competitive sport activity of the athletes
of the team are held in the office/venue of the society/association and that it is
valid throughout the tournament “Friendship Cup” .

12) Only five-a side football shoes for artificial grass are allowed. The
organization only provides balls for the matches while for training each team
must have their own ball.

11) Every team must have two jersey for each player with the number on the
back. Every team must have almost a football. Players must dress always the
jersey with the same number.

10) Disputes must be submitted to the Organizing Committee on payment of
a tax of Euro 51,65, within 30 minutes after the end of the match. They will be
FYBNJOFECZUIF0SHBOJ[JOH$PNNJUUFF#FDBVTFPGTIPSUUPVSOBNFOUUJNF 
no disputes for technical mistakes will be accepted.

9) For every rule which doesn’t appear in these regulations, please refer to
international rules of Football 5.

8) From the 6th foul committed by a team in the same match, to the opponent
team will be assigned a free kick.

5) All participants at the TOURNAMENT will have to be members of Police
or Military Forces (such as Policemen, Armed Forces, Firefighters, Customs,
Private Police, Members IPA, etc.) of the different corps are allowed to take
part at the tournament.

4) Player football substitutions are free. During the divisions the winner team
will gain 3 points, in case of tie the team will gain 1 point and 0 points in case
of defeat. The results will be drown up according to the following criteria: a)
UIFCFTUSFTVMUTC JODBTFPGUJF UIFCFTUHPBMEJČFSFODFJOEJSFDUĕHIUD  JO
DBTFPGGVSUIFSUJF UIFCFTUHPBMEJČFSFODFJOHFOFSBME %SBXJOH

3) The final of the 1st and 2nd place will last 10+10 minutes, in case of draw
after the regular match time, there will be 2 extra times of 5 minutes. In case of
further draw, penalty kicks (as paragraph 2) will determine the winner.

2) In the repechages, quarterfinals, semi-finals and finals for the 3rd and 4th
place in case of draw there will be 5 penalty kicks for each team. The team that
will score more goals will be the winner. In case of further draw, there will be 1
penalty kick for each part till the balance is broken.

1) Every match will last 15 minutes with no time out. The above mentioned
matches could not be advanced, delayed or changed from the scheduled time
and date specified during the draw. In case of no-show of the whole team within
the waiting time (10 minutes), the team which will not present itself will lose
the match with the score of 0-3. The duration of match and game formulas may
change according to the number of teams present.

TOURNAMENT ROULES

the same match imply the expulsion of the player and he/she won’t be allowed
to play the following match. During the first round the amount of three
admonishments implies a disqualification heat in the following match. During
the second round, upon reset, the amount of two admonishments implies the
disqualification in the following match.

ħ QFSQFSTPOQFSEBZ
ħ QFSEBZ

Reduction Children:

4VQQMFNFOU'VMM#PBSE
Supplement Single Room:

City tax excluded from the rates, to be paid to the hotel.
The participation at the tournament is subjected to the reservation of
one of the above mentioned tourist packages

The above mentioned rates are per period, per person and include:
t"DDPNNPEBUJPOJOIPUFMXJUIIBMGCPBSEJODMVEJOHCFWFSBHFT 
wine and 1/2 mineral water per meal per person)
t&OUFSUBJONFOUTBOETFSWJDFTQFSUJOFOUUIFFWFOUBTUIFQSPHSBNNF
Customer service on spot

Reduction Adults:

Reduction Children:

0-3 y.o. cradle and meals payment
at the hotel
4-6 years old in 3rd and 4th bed
with adults -50%
3rd and 4th bed from 7 years old -10%

3 STAR HOTEL
ħ 
ħ 
ħ 

City:
Country:
TeamLeader:

2 STAR HOTEL
OJHIUJO)BMG#PBSE
ħ 

OJHIUJO)BMG#PBSE
ħ 

"EEJUJPOBMEBZJO)BMG#PBSE ħ 


PACKAGE RATES

SPORT GROUP:
Address:
ZIP CODE:
Ph/Mob:

Riccione 20 May – 24 May 2019
Hotel Reservation form
Fill in and send it within and not later of 26 April 2019 to:
CONSORZIO COSTA HOTELS Viale Empoli, 31 47838 Riccione (RN)
Ph. 0541-607636 Fax 0541-695979 web@costahotels.it

44^ Friendshipcup
N°twin room:
Total rooms:

For Dinner:

Signature:

Date:

Invoices:
Receipts or invoices will be done by the hotel where you stay. Should you
have any particular need, please get in touch in advance with the hotel
where you will stay.

Penalties / Cancellations:
For cancellations until 4 May the deposit will be kept. For cancellations
from 4 May we will check with the hotel the amount to be paid

NOTE: THE FULL PAYMENT OF RESERVATIONS MUST BE DONE
AT THE LATEST BY 10/05/2019.

Payments:
The full payment of reservations must be done before arrival. You must
also send a deposit of 30% when you reservation will be confirmed in
hotel, bank details will be provided by e-mail.

#PPLJOHDPOEJUJPOTć
 FSFTFSWBUJPOXJMMCFWBMJETFOEJOHUIFGPSN
rightly filled.
tć
 FSFTFSWBUJPOGPSNTIPVMEBSSJWFUP$POTPS[JP$PTUB)PUFMTXJUIJO
26 April 2019
tć
 FSFTFSWBUJPOXJMMCFDPOĕSNFECZ$POTPS[JP$PTUB)PUFMT&WFSZ
Sport Group should inform Consorzio Costa Hotels about the kind and
the number of rooms needed.

Notes: Indicate if there will be children 0/6 years in which room will
stay

PACKAGE RESERVATION:
Arrival Date:
For Lunch:
Departure Day:
N° pax:
N° single room:
N° double room:
N° 4bedded room:
N° triple room:

2018 EDITION:
Fair Play Prize 2018

Friendship Cup 2019
ȱȱ ȱȱ¢Ƿ

Friendship Cup Winners 2018

Best Goalkeeper 2018
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FOOTBALL WITH 11 PLAYERS (1996/2007)
YEAR

WINNER

2

3

4

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

VITERBO
RICCIONE
FRANCOFORTE
RIMINI
PISTOIA
IPA VIENNA
MILANO
BERLINO
BERLINO
POMEZIA
ZALNEGERSZEG
CASTELLAMARE
CAMAIORE
CAMAIORE
TERMOLI
SPOLETO
ROMA
ROMA/SALONICCO
ROMA
CAMAIORE
CAMAIORE
TERMOLI
CAMAIORE
MODICA
RUSSIA/CAMAIORE
ROMA
ROMA
CNPP ROMA
BUCAREST
ALEXANDROPOLIS
ISCHIA
TERMOLI

VERCELLI
LUNEBURG
PISTOIA
GENOVA
BERLINO
MODENA/CARPI
FRANCOFORTE
BRINDISI
ROSENHELM
ANVERSA
IPA MOLISE
CAMAIORE
BERLINO
TERMOLI
CAMAIORE
FOSSOMBRONE
CARBONIA
SPOLETO/SERRES
CATANIA
SPOLETO
MODICA
ROMA
TERMOLI
LONDRA
BERLINO/VVFF
CAMAIORE
ISCHIA
ISCHIA
TERMOLI
TERMOLI
P.P. ROMA
ISCHIA

RAI MILANO
ALESSANDRIA
GENOVA
BOLOGNA
DUSSEDOLDORF
POL.VIENNA
POMEZIA
VIENNA
VIENNA
ROSENHELM
CATANIA
CATANIA
TERMOLI
BRINDISI
GENOVA
MODICA
SALONICCO
BRINDISI/HELSINKI
MODICA
VOLOS
CATANIA
ISCHIA
BRINDISI
BUCAREST
BARI 1°EX EQUO
VVFF BARI
BUCAREST
TERMOLI
ISCHIA
ISCHIA
BUCAREST
BUCAREST/ASPOL

RICCIONE
CANTON TICINO
TORINO
FIRENZE
LA LOUVIERE
CHIETI
VIENNA
INGOLSTADT
KERKRADE
ZALAEGERSZEG
MARSALA
TERMOLI
BARI
MARGHERITA DI S.
CATANIA
SALONICCO
MODICA
CATANIA/HESPITALEN
CC RICCIONE
CATANIA
SPOLETO
SPOLETO
ROMA
ROMA
BUCAREST
BARI
ROMA
FIAMME AZZURRE
SALONICCO
SALONICCO
RAHOVA

FUTSAL (2002/2018)
YEAR

WINNER

2

3

4

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016 OVER
2016 UNDER
2017
2018

MARSALA
ORADEA
ORADEA
IPA BILIOR
BUCAREST IGP
KLUNELNISTKI
BUCAREST IGP
ZIRKA RIVNE
MVD RUSSIA
CHERNIVTSY
CHERNIVTSY
MVD RUSSIA
IPA SUCEAVA
MVD RUSSIA
IPA CARACAF
MVD RUSSIA
MVD RUSSIA
MVD RUSSIA

LVIV
BARCELLONA
GDFRIMINI
F.AZZURRE 1
COSTANZA
ZIRKA RIVNE
PA BILIOR
CSP BUCAREST
KLUNELNISTKI
IPA SUCEAVA
IPA BUCAREST
BUCOVINA SECEAVA
TERMOLI
IPA SUCEAVA
IPA NAV.SZEGED
BRAINE EAGLES
TERMOLI
DINAMO MVD

NICOLAYEV
LEFKOSA
BUDAPEST
MILANO
SAN DONATO
IPA BILIOR
SIVIGLIA ‘A’
TERMOLI
DELTA ROMANIA
POL.BUZAN
IPA SUCEAVA
DINAMO
MVD RUSSIA
P.M ISCHIA
IPA ST.PETERSBURG
IPA SUCEAVA
IPA SUCEAVA
IPA SUCEAVA

PP ROMA
TIMISOARA
SOFIA 2
TERMOLI
BARCELLONA
TERMOLI
S.M. BARI
IFTOV BUCAREST
IPA REG. 7 BUCAREST
TERMOLI
POL. BUZAN
BUCOVINA CHERNIVTSY
P.M. ISCHIA
GINEVRA
BARI
BRUSSELS
P.M ISCHIA
IPA REGIUNEA 3 BIHOR

